**BD BOX (Big Data Lockbox)** is a bank-neutral lockbox offering service provided by Big Data Healthcare (BDHC). Customers, through a change of address form, can redirect their payers and patients to remit all payment remittance information to a specified PO Box. We will then receive, open, sort, scan all information, and deposit payments directly into your existing bank DDA(s). There is no need to change your existing bank. We have 4 nationwide Lockbox processing sites to serve our customers: Boston, Chicago, Houston, and Philadelphia.

BD BOX is available as a stand-alone lockbox service, or can be packaged with our conversion solution (EOBX) thereby adding additional value and functionality.

### Features and Benefits

- Works in tandem with your existing bank(s);
- Redirects all incoming payer EOBs, patient payments, and correspondence to a dedicated PO Box;
- Converts all EOBs, patient pays, zero-pay, and correspondence to HIPAA compliant and auto-postable 835 files;
- Transforms paper checks into an electronic format via image cash letter (ICL) which then deposits into the customer's existing bank(s);
- Captures and categorized all correspondence in electronic form for image review and workflow management.

Contact us for a BD BOX demo: (877) 698-0777